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Kumari Arivial Peravai and N.A.M. English School, Nelveli joined
hands and organized a workshop on Create real Talent (CRT – 2012) for
two days on 29-09-2012 (Saturday) and 30-09-2012 (Sunday) at N.A.M.
English School, Nelveli. The organiser of KAP
Mr. Mullanchery Velaian, Miss. Shanmuga
Priya, CRT member, myself and other CRT
members took part in
this workshop. We, the
CRT members, organized
this programme. This
programme was conducted to create real talent
among the students of N.A.M., English school.
We had many power point presentations and fun
for two days and it was more enjoyable and informative. Now let‟s see
what has happened on the two unforgettable days.

DAY: 1
The workshop started at 7.30 A.M. with Tamil Thai Vazhthu.
Evangelin, a CRT member organised this session.
After Tamil Thai Vazhthu Mr. Balasingh, Principal
N.A.M. English School delivered the welcome
address.
Then
Evangelin
introduced the CRT members.
Mrs. Krishna Chella Chandra,
Teacher N.A.M. English School welcomed the
gathering by giving a roses with a smiling face.
Ashish Milin, a CRT member, interacted with
the students. First he asked them to introduce themselves and say
about their hobby and ambition. To add joy to the
interaction session he asked them to say the
activities they have done until they entered the
seminar hall and added that they would be
rewarded if they say every activity. So every
student came forward and tried to tell the
activities, but they were unable to say everything, however they tried.
After the interaction session the students
were divided into five groups.
One CRT member was chosen
as co-ordinator for each team.
After allocating the team coordinators we came to the
dining hall to have breakfast. In the dining hall
group by group the students interacted with their team co-ordinators.
Then we had breakfast which was delicious and
helped us to overcome our weariness and charge our
brain with energy.
After
breakfast
we
returned to the seminar hall.
Then we had my power point presentation first. I
presented on the topic Indian education system.
Next to my presentation Ashish Milin gave his

presentation. He performed on the title observation. He said about uses
of observation, advantages and disadvantages of
observation, about two types of observation that is
structural and unstructured observation. He also told
that we should observe only the correct points of a
presentation and not the mistake
done by the presenter. A good
leader will be made by structural observation. In
order to check the observation capacity of the
students at the end of his presentation he shown a
picture and said them to observe it for few minutes.
No one could find what that was. The picture was actually based on the
theme rules. After his presentation feedbacks were given.
Evangelin presented her PPT on Zoom after
Ashish‟s presentation. She showed different
pictures taken from different heights and various
inner cores. It was actually focused on a bush. For
example at 105 that is at
100 Km how that picture
was looking and at 1010
how it was looking etc. When we came out at
different altitudes we were able to see our whole
earth, orbit of moon, orbit of earth, orbit of
Mercury, Venus, Earth and Mars, milky way
galaxy, and one more galaxy with our milky way
galaxy. At that altitude we were unable to see
the bush which was focused. Then it was
zoomed in from the bush. At 10-1 that is at 1 cm
we were able to see a separate leaf then
subsequently we were able to see cells in the
leaf, clear cells of the leaf of that leaf, then a
single leaf, nucleus of the cell, chromosomes,
DNA, subatomic particles, atom, nucleus of an atom inside the nucleus
protons and neutrons and then finally surface of proton or neutron. At
this inner core too we were unable to see the focused bush.

Thus she assumed that when we compare our problems with the
universe and the surface of the proton or neutron we our problems are
nothing, they are very simple for us to solve problems. So we should
keep our problems far and look so that it will reduce our stress. From
this presentation we were able to know about many physical quantities.
Next to Evangilin‟s presentation Ashika, CRT, member gave her
presentation on the caption importance of English
language. She said that English is the Universal
language which is predominantly used in many
countries. The popularization of English is due to
because many countries were under the control of
British in seventeenth eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries. Mostly every field is occupied by English so that you should
compulsorily study English. She took air ways as an example for this. If
one pilot‟s mother tongue is Tamil and the other
ones mother tongue is some other language and if
they don‟t know any language common to both it
would lead to a serious problem so that English is
very essential as it is a Universal language. She
also told that there are one billion people across
the world with English as their mother tongue and
400 million people who talk English, which is not their mother tongue.
She told how to improve the English knowledge too. Seven points on
how to improve the English knowledge was also given by her. They are
To read articles in news paper, books and magazines.
Remember the vocabulary that you have learnt.
Use dictionary whenever we get doubt.
Utilize the online studies for learning English.
Teachers can give home works to students like writing essay‟s
inorder to enhance the English knowledge of the students.
Try to speak in English whenever we communicate with your
friends.
Don‟t be shy to speak in English. No harm even if we make
mistakes for it‟s not our mother tongue .

Then she told the students not to study grammar superficially but and
get marks instead study in depth and thus you can improve your
English language.
The final slide in her PPT
made everyone to laugh but it
was a meaningful one. The slide
that made everyone to laugh had
an illiterate man in English who
uses some other cream to brush instead of toothpaste.
The reason for his innocence is he doesn‟t know to
read English. After her presentation we the CRT members gave
feedback.
One of the members of CRT Anandha Krishnan gave his
presentation after her valuable presentation. Thank constantly, praise
constantly, have a buddy pair or mentor, have a role model, help all and
plan a successor were
some
of
the
topics
discussed by him under
the heading “How to make
a good leader”. He also
discussed
about
the
identification of a leader.
The person who possesses the following qualities can be made as a
leader. They are
Listening and communication effectively between the team.
Being energetic in every activity.
Responsibility and should have strong heart to accept all burdens
in his shoulders.
Acknowledge the contribution of members.
Comfortable in every area.
Willing to take risk.
Convince every team members.
Should know the strength and weakness of his team.
Adapt in any situation.

Subsequently Ashwanth, CRT member gave a puzzle which puzzled
us very much. Then Anandha Krishnan displayed a video which
stresses on courage and “Failures are stepping stone for success”. After
watching that video we went to lunch.
After lunch the afternoon session began at 2.30
P.M. After the afternoon session began we saw a
video about last academic years KAP programme.
Then one student from each
team read the report of the
morning session.
Subsequent to that Murali Kesavan, CRT
member presented a PPT on launching a Space
shuttle. After Murali kesavan‟s PPT Ashika,
CRT member told the students about pronunciation. She defined that
pronunciation is the way to read a word. She stressed that there is
British and American English, so select anyone and study. She also told
that the students can learn pronunciation by using YouTube in
internet. Then she interacted with the students by giving some words
and asked them to pronounce it. After pronouncing Nine to ten words
she concluded her presentation.
To cheer up the students Ashish Milin
showed some pictures and asked to find the
pictures hidden in that. This refreshed the
students mind.
Then we had fun with a
new
Sony
camera
by
Evangilin which takes photo when we stand
infront of the screen. Then the
photo was revealed in the
screen. When they saw the
photo everyone there started
laughing because it was the image of a monkey.
Followed by that Ashwanth, made fun about donkey and
suggested that girls don‟t hear what boys say.

Next to him Anandha Krishnan gave a useful presentation on the
measures want to be undertaken by us if we get heart attack when we
are alone. CPR is the common method used but when we are alone we
should cough and take a long breath. This circulates blood and retains
the heart without being stopped. We should do this until we feel “OK”.
After his worthy presentation Fathima Sahana, CRT member
showed some of the pictures of a beautiful Canadian garden. Followed
by that PPT, Ashika said some of the things about body language.
Later Fathima Sahana carried out a
presentation. In that presentation there were
four glowing candles the first candle said “I am
peace” and lit off, the second candle told “I am
Faith” and lit off the third candle told “I am love”
and it also switched off. Then one small girl
entered the room, by seeing the three candles not
glowing she started crying. The fourth candle said itself as “I am hope”
and told the child to light the other three candles using the light from it.
The moral of this story is if we have hope we will be able to succeed in
our life. So we shouldn‟t give up the faith of hope.
Then she explained about red sea crossing too.
After that Miss. Shanmuga Priya, CRT
Consultant shared her views
on positive thinking. Always
have positive thinking so the
output will be positive. If we want to be an optimist
we should have positive thinking. Pessimist sees
difficulty in every opportunity but not optimist
because he has positive thinking with him. If we have positive thinking
our life will be happy, due to happiness we will be healthier, as a result
of happy and healthy we will be successful and it
makes our negative actions positive. She showed
a video of an optimist Nicholas James who had
no arms, no legs and no worries. He was very
happy and acts as a normal man. If he would
have thought that he won‟t be able to do anything
he won‟t be able to. So the last slide in her

presentation stressed that “If I think I we can!”.
Then feedbacks were given to her presentation.
Subsequently we had debate on girls Vs
boys. Afterwards we had fun and enjoyments. The
day came to an end with prayer inorder to thank
god for making the first day a grand success.
DAY: 2
On the second day of the workshop we had a
pleasant wake up in the morning session. After
waking up we had a yoga session, traditional
element of India which keeps us pure. Then we got
ready for field visit. We had field visit around the
school for 45 minutes or so. After returning from
field visit students from each team read the report
about the field visit. Co-ordinators of every team told their suggestion
about their team member‟s performance.
Followed by that Shanmuga Priya mam gave a presentation of
effective communication. Whatever we present must
be attractive. Types of barriers like perceptional,
emotional, cultural etc. were dealt by her. She told us
to use „I” statement in maximum places. The three
parts where it should be used are to express your
feelings, others behavior, effect. She also gave some
tips on how to listen, and shared her views on
presenting
a
PPT
attractive,
non-verbal
communication etc.
Subsequent to her PPT Anandha Krishnan
gave an informative presentation. The first slide in his presentation had
the golden words written by Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru. Those golden
words are

“It is science alone that can solve the problems of
hunger and poverty. The future is made persons
who make friend with science”
Anandhu said that Science is meant for safety,
security and enhancement but people use it for
their comfort. Then he mentioned about everyday
uses and important uses of satellites. He also mentioned about
satellites put up in different orbits of earth and application in those
orbits. For example in Polar orbit the application put up is weather
satellites and navigation satellites.
Then he explained about a rocket how it reaches space. The types
of Indian satellites were also mentioned by him. They are SLV, ASLV,
PSLV, GSLV 1&2 and GSLV 3. He also elicited about height, weight,
payload and orbit and type of fuel used in Indian rockets. Different
types of bands were also covered by him. The types of bands are C-band
(4-8 GHz), Ku-band (11-17 GHz) and Ka-band (20-30 GHz).
The Sovient Union is the first to send rockets into space and the
first satellites to space is Sputnik 1 which was send in 1957. Different
kinds of satellites like Geo stationary, Experimental satellites, Earth
observation satellites and space mission
satellites of were also dealt by him. Then he
told about the usage of space technologies in
identifying potential fishing zones, coastal
zone studies and fire response and
assessment system. He shared about India‟s
space vision in 2025 too.
The challenges for ISRO in future are food, energy, terrorism and
corruption. In the side of energy mining can be
done in planets and asteroids could bring forth
new elements to derive energy. Finally he said
the students not to concentrate on engineering or
medicine field; you can also focus on space
technology to make India more powerful.

After his informative presentation we had tea break. After tea
break Evangilin done a presentation on the topic how big are you. The
moral of that PPT is our problems and barriers are very small when
compared to our universe.
Subsequently Murali Kesavan did a presentation on Mathematics
in life. In his presentation the twenty six alphabets were numbered
from 1-26 and then substituted to some of the words and added. Let‟s
take money as an example.
MONEY
13+15+14+5+25=72
So with money only 72% will be fulfilled in our life. When we do the
above operation in ATTITUDE we will get 100%, so attitude is the only
thing needed in our life to succeed.
Then he told us about
a technology known as
rotational boat transport.
This technology exists in
Scotland since 2002. In
Scotland there is a canal with many elevations so
that people could not travel in that canal and so that there were eleven
locks. This was very tough for the people to navigate. To overcome this,
a new technology was brought up by its
government. One great tower with two arms
joined together was erected there and the two
arms rotate and picks up the boat in the higher
elevation and drops it
down and the other arm
picks up the arm from
lower elevation and drops it up. The height
between the elevations is 78 feet and the weight
of the boat is 300 tonnes. This circulation takes
about 15 minutes to be completed. Thus there
forms an effective transportation between elevations.

Then I gave my presentation on how to do a presentation. Next to
my presentation Anandha Krishnan taught the students some of the
basic skills for drawing. Then Ashish Milin interacted with students. As
like the first day he asked the students to say the activities done by
them in their routine life. Every student attempted it well and they
have improved than the first day. After that we went to lunch.
The afternoon session began at 2.45 P.M. At first we saw the story
of hot chocolate and huddler‟s field. The moral of the story huddler‟s
field is sharing your things to everyone. Then Shanmuga Priya Mam
told us some of the words which strengthened our heart. They are
“Every successful man has a painful story, every painful work has a
successful ending”, “Be bold when you lose and be calm when you win”,
“Don‟t compare you with anyone be satisfied with yours” etc.
The next session was of a concluding session.
Murali Kesavan organised that session. First one or
two students from each team read the report. I too
read the report after they read. Subsequently Mr.
Mulancherry M. Velaian, Organiser of KAP gave a
concluding talk. The correspondent of that school
also gave a concluding talk. Then certificates we distributed to us, CRT
consultant, the teachers, Principal and Correspondent of N.A.M.
English School by Mr. Mulancherry M. Velaian. The programme came
to an end at 5.15 P.M.
CONCLUSION:
Those two days were unforgettable days in our life and the
students‟ life. I think so that from this programme
the students would have got confidence and a
strong goal for them to achieve. I am sure that this
would be the turning point in those students life
and they all would outshine in their life.
I would like to express my sincere thanks Mr. Mulanchery M.
Velaian for arranging such a wonderful programme and making me a
part of it. My thanks will follow him forever.

I would like to extent my gratitude to Miss. Shanmuga Priya for
spending her valuable time with us and for her beautiful presentations.
Then I would like to thank the Correspondent of that School for
arranging such a programme for the welfare of his school students and
for providing healthy and delicious food for the two days.
I also would like to record my heart full thanks to the Principal
Mr. Balasingh for his interest in bringing forth his School students
knowledge.
I like to convey my thanks to all the
teachers, the office staffs, smart class operator and
every other members for their kind co-operation
and guiding the students for the whole two days.
Finally I would like to thank all the students
for maintaining silence throughout the programme.
THANK YOU
By
A.M. Ashmila,
CRT Consultant.

